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Abstract  

The present review paper provides a comprehensive examination of alcohol consumption, focusing on its metabolism 

and health effects. Alcohol, a substance that depresses the central nervous system (CNS), is widely consumed and holds 

significant social and cultural significance. Understanding the metabolism of alcohol is vital for comprehending its 

effects on the human body and the factors influencing alcohol-induced health outcomes. This review aims to synthesize 

existing literature to shed light on the intricate interplay between alcohol consumption, metabolism, and health 

outcomes. 
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Tóm tắt   

Bài báo này trình bày một cách toàn diện về việc tiêu thụ rượu, cơ chế chuyển hóa và tác hại của nó đối với sức khỏe. 

Rượu là một hợp chất ức chế thần kinh trung ương được sử dụng rộng rãi và có ý nghĩa đối với văn hóa và xã hội. Hiểu 

được quá trình chuyển hóa rượu sẽ nâng cao nhận thức về những tác tại của rượu đối với sức khỏe con người. Bài tổng 

quan này nhằm mục đích làm sáng tỏ mối tương tác phức tạp giữa việc uống rượu, quá trình trao đổi chất và những tác 

hại đến sức khỏe con người. 

Từ khóa: ADH; sử dụng rượu; alcohol dehydrogenase; aldehyde dehydrogenase; ALDH; ảnh hưởng của rượu. 

1. Introduction 

Alcohol consumption has an extensive 

historical and cultural heritage, spanning 

millennia. It has played an integral role in 

various social, religious, and ceremonial 

practices across diverse societies, with its 

significance varying among different cultures. 

The recreational use of alcohol has been deeply 

rooted in human civilization, and persisting into 

modern era. Throughout history, alcohol has 

featured prominently in social functions, such 

as celebrations, gatherings, and fostering social 

bonds. It has also been a central element in 

rituals, rites of passage, and traditional customs, 

serving as a vital component of cultural identity 

in numerous regions worldwide. Moreover, 

alcohol beverages have been employed for 

medicinal purposes for centuries, with 
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traditional remedies often relying on their 

alleged healing properties [1].  

However, the widespread consumption of 

alcohol also presents significant challenges and 

concerns. Its recreational use carries the 

potential to lead to various adverse 

consequences, impacting both individuals and 

societies at large. Excessive alcohol 

consumption stands as a major risk factor for a 

wide spectrum of health issues, including liver 

diseases, cardiovascular disorders, mental 

health ailments, and an increased susceptibility 

to accidents and injuries [2]. The economic 

ramifications of alcohol misuse are substantial, 

imposing burdens on healthcare systems, 

productivity losses, as well as the expenses 

associated with law enforcement and 

rehabilitation programs [3]. Furthermore, the 

presence of alcohol use disorder (AUD) and 

alcohol addiction poses serious public health 

challenges [4], affecting millions of individuals 

worldwide and imposing substantial emotional 

and financial burdens on those affected, their 

families, and communities [5]. This review 

paper seeks to consolidate existing research to 

provide a comprehensive understanding of 

alcohol metabolism and its effects on health. 

By shedding light on these aspects, this review 

aims to contribute to ongoing efforts to address 

alcohol-related issues and promote responsible 

alcohol consumption for the benefit of 

individual and public health. 

2. Alcohol metabolism 

2.1. Overview of alcohol metabolism pathway 

Alcohol metabolism is a multifaceted 

process primarily centered in the liver [6], 

although other organs, such as the brain and 

gastrointestinal tract, play secondary roles [6]. 

This metabolic pathway involves a series of 

enzymatic reactions that convert ethanol, the 

active component in alcoholic beverages, into 

less harmful compounds for eventual 

elimination from the body [7]. The principal 

enzymes involved in alcohol metabolism are 

alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) and aldehyde 

dehydrogenase (ALDH) [7]. These enzymes are 

distributed throughout various tissues, 

cooperating to convert ethanol into 

acetaldehyde and subsequently into acetate [7]. 

The breakdown of alcohol occurs in two main 

steps: 

Step 1: ADH Reaction: In this initial phase 

of alcohol metabolism, the enzyme ADH 

catalyzes the conversion of ethanol into 

acetaldehyde. ADH achieves this by extracting 

two hydrogen atoms from ethanol, concurrently 

converting NAD+ into NADH [7]. The reaction 

can be represented as follows:  

Ethanol + NAD+ → Acetaldehyde + NADH 

+ H+ 

The formation of acetaldehyde is crucial 

because it is a toxic substance, potentially causing 

cellular damage and various health issues if its 

concentration rises excessively [8, 9]. 

Step 2: ALDH Reaction: The second stage 

involves the enzyme ALDH, further 

metabolizing acetaldehyde into acetate. ALDH 

facilitates this process by catalyzing the 

oxidation of acetaldehyde and adding a water 

molecule, resulting in the formation of acetate 

[7]. The reaction can be represented as follows: 

Acetaldehyde + NAD+ + H2O → Acetate + 

NADH + H+ 

Acetate, the final product of alcohol 

metabolism, is a relatively harmless substance 

[10] and can be subsequently metabolized into 

carbon dioxide and water for elimination from the 

body [10] or utilized as an energy source [10]. 

Individuals may exhibit diverse rates of 

alcohol metabolism influenced by genetic 

factors [11]. Genetic variations in the genes 

encoding ADH and ALDH enzymes can impact 

the efficiency of ethanol metabolism [11]. For 
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example, some individuals possess specific 

ADH and ALDH variants, such as 

ADH1B and ADH1C alleles, resulting in 

accelerated alcohol metabolism and reduced 

susceptibility to alcohol-related health 

problems [11]. Conversely, individuals with 

particular genetic variants, such as 

ALDH2 allele, may experience slower alcohol 

metabolism, increasing their susceptibility to 

alcohol-related disorders. While the liver is the 

primary organ responsible for alcohol 

metabolism, other organs contribute a minor 

extent. The brain and gastrointestinal tract 

contain limited ADH enzymes, contributing to 

a small amount of alcohol metabolism when 

compared to the liver [12]. 

Overall, ADH and ALDH enzymes are 

pivotal in alcohol metabolism, converting 

ethanol into acetaldehyde and further into 

acetate. Genetic variations in these enzymes 

can influence an individual's rate of alcohol 

metabolism and tolerance, thereby impacting 

their susceptibility to alcohol-related health 

conditions. Understanding the roles of ADH 

and ALDH is essential for comprehending 

alcohol metabolism and its implications for 

both individual health and public health 

strategies. 

2.2. Factors influencing alcohol metabolism 

Alcohol metabolism is a complex process 

influenced by various factors, including 

genetics, gender, age, and other individual 

characteristics [6]. An in-depth understanding 

of these factors is essential, as they play a 

significant role in determining an individual's 

alcohol tolerance, susceptibility to alcohol-

related health concerns, and potential risk of 

developing AUD. Here, we delve into the key 

factors that influence alcohol metabolism. 

Genetic variations: Genetic factors play a 

pivotal role in alcohol metabolism, giving rise 

to individual disparities in alcohol tolerance 

and responsiveness. Variations within the genes 

responsible for encoding ADH and ALDH 

enzymes, as mentioned earlier, can dramatically 

affect the pace of alcohol breakdown. For 

example, some individuals may carry specific 

ADH and ALDH gene variants that foster more 

efficient alcohol metabolism, resulting in the 

rapid conversion of ethanol into less harmful 

substances. Consequently, such individuals 

often exhibit higher alcohol tolerance and a 

reduced susceptibility to adverse alcohol effects 

like facial flushing and nausea. Conversely, 

others may bear genetic variants of ADH and 

ALDH linked to slower alcohol metabolism, 

leading to acetaldehyde accumulation and 

adverse reactions, even with modest alcohol 

consumption. This genetic predisposition is 

notably prominent in certain East Asian 

populations, contributing to lower alcohol 

consumption rates in these groups [13]; 

Gender: Gender disparities exert a notable 

impact on alcohol metabolism. In general, 

women tend to metabolize alcohol at a slower 

rate than men, primarily due to physiological 

differences. Women typically possess a higher 

proportion of body fat and a lower proportion 

of water compared to men with similar weight. 

As alcohol is water-soluble and does not 

accumulate in fatty tissues, women often 

experience higher blood alcohol concentrations 

when consuming equivalent amounts of 

alcohol. Additionally, women typically have 

lower levels of ADH enzymes, further 

contributing to a decelerated alcohol 

metabolism [14]; Age: Age is a substantial 

determinant of alcohol metabolism. Generally, 

alcohol metabolism becomes less efficient as 

individuals age. This phenomenon is partially 

attributed to the diminishing functionality of 

the liver and shifts in enzyme activity over 

time. With advancing age, the liver's ability to 

metabolize alcohol declines, resulting in 

prolonged alcohol effects on the body. 
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Moreover, older individuals may exhibit 

increased sensitivity to alcohol, necessitating 

smaller quantities to attain comparable effects 

relative to their younger counterparts [15]; 

Liver Health: The liver plays a central role in 

alcohol metabolism. Conditions affecting liver 

health, such as liver diseases or damage caused 

by chronic alcohol consumption, can 

significantly impede alcohol metabolism. In 

cases of liver impairment, the effectiveness of 

ADH and ALDH enzymes may diminish, 

extending exposure to acetaldehyde and its 

adverse effects on the body; Medications and 

Drug Interactions: certain medications can 

interact with alcohol metabolism, either by 

inhibiting ADH and ALDH enzymes or by 

affecting liver function [16]. For example, 

medications that inhibit ADH and ALDH can 

slow down alcohol metabolism and increase the 

risk of acetaldehyde accumulation, resulting in 

adverse reactions to alcohol [17]. Furthermore, 

some drugs may exacerbate the toxic effects of 

alcohol on the liver, potentially leading to 

severe liver damage [16]; Ethnicity and Race: 

ethnicity and race can also influence alcohol 

metabolism. As mentioned earlier, some East 

Asian populations have a higher prevalence of 

genetic variants that lead to slower alcohol 

metabolism, making them more susceptible to 

acetaldehyde accumulation and its associated 

adverse reactions. 

In summary, alcohol metabolism is 

influenced by various factors, including genetic 

variations in ADH and ALDH enzymes, 

gender, age, liver health, medications, and 

ethnicity. These factors collectively contribute 

to individual differences in alcohol tolerance 

and response, as well as the risk of developing 

alcohol-related health issues. Understanding 

these influences is essential for promoting 

responsible alcohol consumption and tailoring 

prevention and treatment strategies for alcohol-

related disorders. 

2.3. Alcohol metabolism in different organs 

Alcohol metabolism predominantly takes 

place in the liver, where the primary enzymatic 

reactions occur. Nevertheless, various other 

organs, such as the brain, gastrointestinal tract, 

and lungs, also play a role in alcohol 

metabolism to a lesser degree. Here, we discuss 

alcohol metabolism in different organs. Brain: 

while the brain primarily acts as a target for the 

effects of alcohol rather than a site of 

metabolism, it does play a minor role in alcohol 

metabolism [18]. The brain contains some 

ADH enzymes, although in smaller quantities 

compared to the liver [19]. These enzymes 

participate in the breakdown of ethanol into 

acetaldehyde within the brain tissue itself. 

Notably, acetaldehyde can exert various effects 

on the brain, including impairing cognitive 

functions and influencing neurotransmitter 

activity [20]. Furthermore, acetaldehyde is 

involved in the formation of harmful 

byproducts known as free radicals, which can 

contribute to oxidative stress and brain damage 

in chronic alcohol users [21, 22]; 

Gastrointestinal tract: the gastrointestinal (GI) 

tract also contributes minimally to alcohol 

metabolism [23]. Some ADH enzymes are 

present in the mucosal lining of the GI tract, 

particularly in the stomach. These enzymes 

metabolize a small portion of ingested alcohol 

before it reaches the liver. However, the alcohol 

metabolized in the GI tract is only a small 

amount of the total alcohol consumed [23]. The 

majority of alcohol metabolism occurs in the 

liver after it is absorbed into the bloodstream; 

Lungs: a small fraction of alcohol can be 

eliminated from the body unchanged through 

the lungs [24]. This is the reason why 

individuals who consume alcohol may have 

detectable amounts of alcohol in their breath, 

which is the principle behind breathalyzer tests 

used to measure blood alcohol concentration 

(BAC) for legal purposes. The elimination of 
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alcohol through the lungs is minimal and 

generally not significant compared to the 

metabolism that occurs in the liver [24].  

It is noteworthy that the efficiency of 

alcohol metabolism in different organs can be 

influenced by various factors, including 

genetics, liver health, gender, and the presence 

of other substances in the body. Chronic and 

excessive alcohol consumption can overload 

the liver's capacity to metabolize alcohol, 

leading to systemic effects on other organs, 

including the brain and the gastrointestinal 

tract. Moreover, the presence of certain 

medications or medical conditions can also 

interact with alcohol metabolism and alter its 

effects on different organs. 

3. Health effects of alcohol consumption  

3.1. Long-term effects on the liver  

Alcoholic liver disease (ALD) is a serious 

and potentially life-threatening condition 

caused by chronic and excessive alcohol 

consumption over an extended period. The liver 

is the primary organ responsible for 

metabolizing alcohol, and prolonged alcohol 

abuse can lead to various forms of liver 

damage. ALD encompasses a spectrum of liver 

disorders, ranging from early-stage fatty liver to 

more severe conditions like alcoholic hepatitis 

and cirrhosis. Here are the key aspects of ALD 

and its long-term effects on the liver. Fatty liver 

(steatosis): fatty liver, or steatosis, is the earliest 

and most prevalent form of ALD. It occurs 

when fat accumulates in liver cells due to 

excessive alcohol consumption [25]. Fatty liver 

is usually asymptomatic and reversible if 

alcohol consumption is ceased at this stage 

[25]. However, continued heavy drinking can 

progress the condition into more severe forms 

of ALD [25]; Alcoholic hepatitis: alcoholic 

hepatitis is a more advanced stage of ALD 

characterized by inflammation and damage to 

liver cells. It typically occurs in individuals 

with a history of chronic alcohol abuse. 

Symptoms may include jaundice (yellowing of 

the skin and eyes), abdominal pain, fever, and 

liver enlargement. Alcoholic hepatitis is 

potentially life-threatening, and prompt medical 

intervention is necessary to prevent further 

progression [26]; Alcoholic cirrhosis: cirrhosis 

is the most severe form of ALD and is 

characterized by extensive scarring (fibrosis) of 

liver tissue. The scar tissue replaces healthy 

liver cells, impairing liver function. Alcoholic 

cirrhosis is irreversible and can lead to liver 

failure. Common symptoms include fluid 

retention (edema), ascites (abdominal fluid 

buildup), and a significant decline in liver 

function [25]; Fibrosis and NASH: in addition 

to alcoholic cirrhosis, long-term alcohol abuse 

can lead to liver fibrosis, which is the buildup 

of scar tissue in the liver. Fibrosis is an 

intermediate stage between fatty liver and 

cirrhosis. Nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), 

which resembles alcoholic hepatitis but occurs 

in individuals who do not consume alcohol, can 

also be caused by chronic alcohol consumption; 

Liver cancer: prolonged alcohol abuse 

increases the risk of developing liver cancer, 

also known as hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). 

Chronic inflammation and liver damage 

resulting from ALD contribute to the 

development of cancerous cells within the liver. 

Liver cancer is a serious condition with a poor 

prognosis, and can develop at any stage of ALD 

[25]; Impact on liver function: ALD 

significantly impairs liver function. The liver 

plays a crucial role in metabolizing toxins, 

processing nutrients, and producing essential 

proteins. With ALD, these functions are 

compromised, leading to a range of health 

issues such as malnutrition, blood clotting 

abnormalities, and an increased susceptibility to 

infections [27]; Factors affecting ALD severity: 

the severity of ALD can vary among 

individuals based on various factors, including 
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genetics, overall health, and the duration and 

amount of alcohol consumption. Some 

individuals may develop ALD even with 

relatively lower levels of alcohol consumption, 

while others may consume higher amounts 

without experiencing severe liver damage. 

Genetic factors, including variations in the 

ADH and ALDH enzymes previously 

mentioned, also influence an individual's 

susceptibility to ALD [28]. 

Prevention and Treatment: The most 

effective way to prevent ALD is to either limit 

alcohol consumption to moderate levels or 

abstain from alcohol entirely. For individuals 

already diagnosed with ALD, the primary 

treatment involves complete abstinence from 

alcohol to halt the progression of liver damage. 

Medical interventions, lifestyle changes, and 

nutritional support may also be prescribed to 

manage ALD and its associated complications. 

In conclusion, alcoholic liver disease is a 

range of liver disorders caused by chronic and 

excessive alcohol consumption. It includes fatty 

liver, alcoholic hepatitis, alcoholic cirrhosis, 

fibrosis, and an increased risk of liver cancer. 

ALD can lead to severe liver damage and life-

threatening complications. Early recognition, 

prompt intervention, and the cessation of 

alcohol consumption are crucial for managing 

ALD and improving liver health. 

3.2. Cardiovascular effects  

While moderate alcohol consumption has 

been associated with potential cardiovascular 

benefits [29], excessive and chronic alcohol use 

can have detrimental effects on the 

cardiovascular system. The relationship 

between alcohol consumption and 

cardiovascular health is complex and can vary 

based on factors such as the amount of alcohol 

consumed, individual characteristics, and 

overall lifestyle [29]. Here, we highlight the 

key cardiovascular effects associated with 

alcohol consumption. Cardiovascular benefits 

of moderate alcohol consumption: moderate 

alcohol intake, typically defined as up to one 

drink per day for women and up to two drinks 

per day for men, has been associated with 

potential cardiovascular  benefits [29]. Some 

studies suggest that moderate alcohol intake 

may confer a protective effect against certain 

cardiovascular conditions, such as coronary 

artery disease (CAD) and ischemic stroke [30]. 

It is believed that alcohol's potential benefits on 

cardiovascular health may be due to its ability 

to increase high-density lipoprotein (HDL) 

cholesterol levels, often referred to as "good 

cholesterol," and reduce the risk of blood clot 

formation [31]; Increased risk of high blood 

pressure (hypertension): chronic and heavy 

alcohol consumption is a well-established risk 

factor for hypertension, commonly known as 

high blood pressure. Alcohol can lead to an 

increase in blood pressure levels, especially 

when consumed in large quantities. High blood 

pressure is a significant risk factor for various 

cardiovascular diseases, including heart attack, 

stroke, and heart failure [32]; Cardiomyopathy: 

prolonged and heavy alcohol usage can result in 

a condition known as alcoholic 

cardiomyopathy. This condition is 

characterized by weakened heart muscles, 

leading to reduced pumping efficiency and an 

enlarged heart. Alcoholic cardiomyopathy can 

result in heart failure, where the heart fails to 

pump enough blood to meet the body's needs 

[33]; Irregular heartbeat (Arrhythmias): 

alcohol consumption can trigger or exacerbate 

certain cardiac arrhythmias, characterized by 

irregular heart rhythms. A notable example is 

atrial fibrillation (AFib), wherein the heart's 

upper chambers quiver instead of beating 

regularly. AFib can lead to blood clots, stroke, 

and other complications [34]; Increased risk of 

stroke: while moderate alcohol consumption 

may be associated with a lower risk of ischemic 
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stroke, excessive alcohol consumption can 

increase the risk of both ischemic and 

hemorrhagic strokes. Hemorrhagic strokes 

occur when a blood vessel in the brain ruptures, 

causing bleeding into the brain tissue. Alcohol's 

effect on blood clotting and blood vessel 

integrity can contribute to this increased risk 

[34]; Impact on blood lipids: excessive alcohol 

consumption can negatively impact blood lipid 

profiles, leading to higher levels of triglycerides 

and low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, 

often referred to as "bad cholesterol". Elevated 

levels of these lipids are associated with an 

increased risk of atherosclerosis, the buildup of 

fatty deposits in the arteries that can lead to 

CAD [31]; Dilated cardiomyopathy: another 

form of cardiomyopathy associated with 

alcohol abuse is dilated cardiomyopathy. In this 

condition, the heart chambers become enlarged 

and weakened, reducing the heart's ability to 

pump blood effectively [33]; Increased risk of 

sudden cardiac death: excessive alcohol 

consumption has been linked to an increased risk 

of sudden cardiac death. This is a sudden, 

unexpected loss of heart function, typically due to 

an electrical problem in the heart's rhythm [31]. 

It is important to emphasize that any 

potential cardiovascular benefits from alcohol 

consumption are outweighed by the risks 

associated with excessive alcohol use. The 

American Heart Association advises that 

individuals who do not currently drink alcohol 

should not start for potential heart health 

benefits. For those who do consume alcohol, 

moderation is essential to reduce the risk of 

alcohol-related cardiovascular complications. It 

is crucial to consult with a healthcare provider 

to assess individual risk factors and make 

informed decisions regarding alcohol 

consumption and cardiovascular health. 

Additionally, lifestyle factors such as a 

balanced diet, regular exercise, and not 

smoking play a more significant role in 

promoting heart health than alcohol 

consumption alone. 

3.3. Effects on mental health  

Alcohol's impact on mental health is 

profound, influencing mood, cognitive abilities, 

and the course of existing mental health 

conditions. While some may initially 

experience fleeting mood elevation from 

alcohol, extended and excessive use 

precipitates detrimental mental health 

outcomes. Here are the primary ways in which 

alcohol affects mental well-being. Depression 

and anxiety: as a central nervous system 

depressant, alcohol's excessive consumption 

amplifies depression and anxiety symptoms. 

While offering temporary respite from 

negativity, it can exacerbate underlying issues, 

creating a cycle of alcohol dependency to 

manage distress, further intensifying depression 

and anxiety. Suicidal ideation and self-harm: 

alcohol and suicidal tendencies are intertwined, 

with complex interplays. Factors such as pre-

existing mental health conditions and social 

elements contribute. Alcohol impairs judgment, 

fostering impulsivity that heightens the risk of 

self-harm and suicide [35]. Cognitive 

impairment and memory reduction: alcohol 

significantly impairs cognitive function and 

memory, both in the short term and over 

extended periods. Excessive alcohol 

consumption can result in memory blackouts 

during periods of intoxication, while chronic 

abuse can lead to persistent cognitive deficits 

that affect learning, memory, and attention. 

These impairments significantly diminish the 

quality of daily life [36]. Insomnia and sleep 

disruptions: while alcohol initially induces 

drowsiness, it ultimately disrupts the sleep 

cycle, leading to a deterioration in sleep quality. 

This disruption, particularly in rapid eye 

movement (REM) sleep, which is crucial for 

restoration and emotional balance, can 

contribute to mood disorders and exacerbate 
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existing mental health conditions [37]. 

Aggression and impulsive conduct: Alcohol's 

inhibition reduction can spur aggression and 

impulsivity, fostering violence and 

recklessness. "Disinhibition" triggers risky 

behaviors with potential legal and social 

ramifications. Psychosis and hallucinations: 

Alcohol excess can evoke alcohol-induced 

psychosis, marked by hallucinations, delusions, 

and confused thoughts. These manifestations 

arise during heavy drinking or withdrawal. 

Chronic and excessive alcohol use 

culminates in Alcohol Use Disorder (AUD), 

characterized by uncontrollable alcohol intake, 

preoccupation with alcohol, and continued use 

despite negative consequences. AUD can give 

rise to a range of mental health issues, 

significantly impacting overall well-being and 

functionality. Importantly, the interaction 

between alcohol and mental health varies based 

on genetics, personal mental health history, and 

an individual’s resilience. While some people 

may experience worsened mental health, others 

may remain more resilient. However, chronic 

heavy alcohol use generally heightens the risk 

of mental health issues and exacerbates pre-

existing conditions. For individuals with a 

history of mental health concerns, caution in 

alcohol consumption is paramount. Seeking 

guidance from healthcare professionals is 

advisable if there are concerns about the mental 

health effects of alcohol. Seeking assistance for 

alcohol-related problems and addressing mental 

health challenges is pivotal for improved 

mental well-being. 

3.4. Impact on gastrointestinal health  

Alcohol consumption can have significant 

detrimental effects on the gastrointestinal (GI) 

tract, ranging from acute irritations to chronic 

conditions. Alcohol has the potential to irritate 

the sensitive lining of the digestive system, 

leading to various GI issues. Here are the key 

impacts of alcohol on gastrointestinal health. 

Gastritis: gastritis is characterized by 

inflammation of the stomach lining. Excessive 

alcohol consumption can irritate and inflame 

the stomach mucosa, resulting in acute gastritis. 

Symptoms of gastritis may include abdominal 

pain, nausea, vomiting, and a sensation of 

fullness. Chronic alcohol abuse can lead to 

persistent gastritis, increasing the risk of more 

severe complications; Peptic ulcers: alcohol use 

can exacerbate or contribute to the development 

of peptic ulcers, which are sores that form on 

the lining of the stomach, small intestine, or 

esophagus. Alcohol irritates and weakens the 

protective lining of the digestive tract, making 

it more susceptible to damage from stomach 

acids. Individuals with existing ulcers are 

advised to avoid alcohol, as it can exacerbate 

the condition and delay the healing process; 

Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD): 

GERD is a chronic condition characterized by 

the backflow of stomach acid into the 

esophagus, resulting in heartburn and irritation. 

Alcohol can relax the lower esophageal 

sphincter (LES), a muscular ring that separates 

the esophagus from the stomach. A relaxed 

LES permits stomach acid to flow back into the 

esophagus, leading to GERD symptoms [38]; 

Pancreatitis: pancreatitis is the inflammation of 

the pancreas, a gland responsible for producing 

digestive enzymes and insulin. Chronic alcohol 

use is a common cause of pancreatitis, as 

alcohol irritates the pancreas and can trigger 

inflammation. Acute pancreatitis is a severe 

condition that requires immediate medical 

attention [39]; Alcoholic fatty liver: in addition 

to its impact on the liver (as discussed in 

section 3.2), alcohol can lead to the 

development of alcoholic fatty liver, a 

condition characterized by the accumulation of 

fat in liver cells. Fatty liver can contribute to 

liver inflammation and compromise liver 

function; Malabsorption of nutrients: alcohol 
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can impair the absorption of essential nutrients 

in the GI tract. Chronic alcohol consumption 

can result in malabsorption of vitamins (e.g., 

vitamin B12, folate) and minerals (e.g., 

calcium, magnesium), potentially causing 

deficiencies with various health consequences 

[40]; Increased risk of GI cancers: prolonged 

and heavy alcohol use has been associated with 

an increased risk of developing various GI 

cancers, including esophageal, stomach, and 

colorectal cancers. Chronic alcohol 

consumption can damage the cells lining the 

digestive tract, increasing the likelihood of 

cancer development [40]; Diarrhea and 

irritable bowel syndrome (IBS): alcohol 

consumption can irritate the intestines, leading 

to diarrhea and exacerbating symptoms of 

irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) in susceptible 

individuals. Individuals with a history of GI 

issues should be cautious about alcohol 

consumption, as it can worsen existing 

conditions and lead to new GI problems. 

Additionally, individuals experiencing acute GI 

symptoms after alcohol consumption should 

promptly seek medical attention. 

The adverse effects of alcohol on 

gastrointestinal health underscore the 

importance of responsible alcohol consumption 

and being mindful of individual tolerance 

levels. Moderating alcohol intake and seeking 

medical advice for individuals with pre-existing 

GI conditions are essential steps to minimize 

the risk of alcohol-related GI issues. 

3.5. Influence on reproductive health  

The profound impact of alcohol on 

reproductive health has far-reaching 

consequences, affecting fertility, pregnancy 

outcomes, and the overall well-being of both 

mothers and infants. The intricate relationship 

between alcohol and reproduction underscores 

several pivotal facets worth understanding. 

The delicate balance of reproductive 

hormones, so crucial in orchestrating the 

processes of conception, is susceptible to 

disruption from excessive alcohol consumption, 

affecting both men and women [41]. In men, 

this can lead to reduced testosterone levels, 

compromised sperm production, and irregular 

sperm morphology [41]. Women who engage in 

heavy alcohol use may experience disruptions 

in their menstrual cycles, resulting in irregular 

periods and anovulation, which is the absence 

of ovulation [41]. These hormonal fluctuations 

collectively contribute to fertility challenges, 

making conception a more difficult endeavor 

[41]. Alcohol's impact extends further to 

include infertility, affecting both genders [41]. 

In women, this arises from alcohol-induced 

hormonal imbalances and disruptions in 

ovulation, making it more difficult to conceive. 

In men, alcohol-related sperm irregularities 

hinder fertility and prolong the time it takes to 

conceive [46]. The presence of alcohol in 

pregnancy scenarios poses significant risks and 

can lead to a range of complications known as 

fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASDs) [41]. 

These complexities encompass various 

physical, behavioral, and cognitive disabilities 

in newborns. Fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS), 

characterized by distinctive facial features, 

developmental delays, and central nervous 

system anomalies, is one of the most severe 

outcomes of prenatal alcohol exposure [41]. 

The link between alcohol and miscarriage is 

evident, as alcohol consumption during 

pregnancy increases the risk of miscarriage, 

which involves the abrupt loss of pregnancy 

before the 20-week mark [41]. The precarious 

association between alcohol and preterm births, 

as well as reduced birth weights, adds to the 

seriousness of the situation [42]. Pregnant 

women affected by alcohol are at a higher risk 

of delivering prematurely (before 37 weeks of 

gestation) and having underweight infants, 
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leading to a cascade of health complications 

and developmental setbacks [42]. Neonatal 

abstinence syndrome (NAS) is a poignant 

manifestation, resulting from prenatal alcohol 

exposure that causes withdrawal symptoms in 

newborns, including irritability, tremors, 

feeding difficulties, and other issues  [43]. Even 

breastfeeding is not immune to the challenges 

posed by alcohol, as its consumption by nursing 

mothers can infiltrate breast milk [41]. While 

occasional, moderate alcohol consumption may 

have minimal impact on breastfed infants, 

excessive and frequent indulgence can affect 

infant sleep patterns, motor development, and 

overall well-being [41]. 

It is crucially important for individuals who 

are planning to conceive or are already 

pregnant to abstain from alcohol to optimize 

maternal and neonatal outcomes. For those 

dealing with alcohol use disorder (AUD) and 

aspiring to become parents, seeking 

professional therapeutic intervention is 

essential to address alcohol dependence before 

conception. 

In summary, the harmful connection 

between alcohol and reproductive health 

disrupts hormonal balance, increases infertility 

risks, and leads to adverse pregnancy outcomes, 

including FASDs, miscarriage, preterm birth, 

and low birth weight. While challenging, 

abstaining from alcohol during pregnancy and 

conception is the cornerstone for ensuring the 

overall well-being of both mother and child. 

3.6. The association between alcohol consumption 

and cancer 

The undeniable connection between alcohol 

consumption and cancer is firmly grounded in 

extensive research, consistently unveiling a 

clear and concerning correlation. The 

International Agency for Research on Cancer 

(IARC) has classified alcohol as a Group 1 

carcinogen, leaving a room for doubt regarding 

its unequivocal carcinogenicity to humans [42]. 

The interplay between alcohol intake and 

cancer involves several crucial aspects: 

Increased cancer risk: Excessive alcohol 

consumption is closely associated with an 

elevated risk of cancer types. Among the most 

prominent are head and neck cancers, which 

encompass conditions affecting the oral cavity, 

throat, voice box, and esophagus. Notably, the 

risk escalates significantly when heavy alcohol 

consumption is combined with tobacco use 

[42]. Alcohol's culpability extends to breast 

cancer, where even modest levels of 

consumption are linked to an increased risk. 

Importantly, the risk rises as alcohol intake 

increases, establishing a linear relationship 

between consumption and risk [48]. In the 

realm of cancer, liver cancer is a significant 

concern associated with chronic alcohol use. 

Alcohol-induced liver cirrhosis and subsequent 

damage markedly elevate  the likelihood of 

hepatocellular carcinoma, the predominant 

form of liver cancer [44]. Alcohol’s influence 

also extends to colorectal cancer, attributed to 

its role in promoting chronic inflammation 

within the digestive tract. This persistent 

inflammation becomes a fertile ground for the 

development of cancer, reinforcing the 

connection [44]. Alcohol emerges as a risk 

factor for pancreatic cancer, a particularly 

deadly form with a dismal survival rate [45]. 

In summary, the undeniable link between 

alcohol and cancer is further underscored by its 

classification as a Group 1 carcinogen. Its 

intricate involvement in various cancers such as 

head and neck cancers, rreast cancer, liver 

cancer, colorectal cancer, and pancreatic cancer 

emphasizes the important of heightened 

awareness and responsible moderation to 

mitigate these formidable risks. 

4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the review paper on alcohol 

consumption provides a comprehensive 
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analysis covering various aspects related to 

alcohol metabolism and health effects. The key 

findings include insights into alcohol 

metabolism pathways, factors influencing 

alcohol metabolism, and long-term health 

consequences. 
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